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Morwick
in Miami
Daily Journal sports
editor Rick Morwick
spent nine days in south
Florida covering the
sights and sounds of
Super Bowl XLI. Here’s
a collection of photos he
took while in Miami.
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What’s inside

On the
cover: Photo
by The
Associated
Press shows
Colts players
holding the
Lombardi
Trophy after
the team’s
Super Bowl
XLI victory
against
Chicago.

Miami dispatches

Jubilation

T-shirt blitz

The players

Game photos

A collection of excerpts
from blogs by sports editor
Rick Morwick, who spent
more than a week covering
the buildup and aftermath
of the game, Page 3

A look back at the
celebration once the team
returned from south
Florida, including photos
from the RCA Dome,
Pages 4 and 5

Colts victory has retailers
seeing green as fans rush
to scoop up Super Bowl
hats, T-shirts and other
apparel, Page 4

Stories about Super Bowl
MVP Peyton Manning,
running back Dominic
Rhodes and wide receiver
Marvin Harrison, Page 6

A look back at Super Bowl
XLI in photos, including
key plays like Kelvin
Hayden’s interception
return for a touchdown,
Page 8

